A novel index of hypoxemia for assessment of risk during procedural sedation.
Procedural sedation is essential for many procedures. Sedation has an excellent safety profile; however, it is not without risks. Assessment of risk using clinical outcomes in clinical studies is difficult due to their rare occurrence. Therefore, surrogate end points are frequently used in a clinical study in lieu of clinical outcomes. As a clinician integrates multiple aspects of a physiological variable to determine potential risk, a surrogate end point should consider a similar approach. In this study, we identified and tested the appropriateness of a new surrogate end point that may be used in clinical studies, area under the curve of oxygen desaturation (AUCDesat). A review of patient sedation records by anesthesiologists was conducted to assess its relationship to the anesthesia professional perception of risk. This study was a post hoc analysis and assessment of perceived risk by anesthesiologists. It consisted of 13 U.S.-trained board-certified anesthesiologists ranking physiological variables as indicators of risk and then reviewing 204 records from 3 completed sedation studies involving the SEDASYS System. After review, each anesthesiologist assigned a Likert score based on his or her perception of risk for oversedation-related sequelae in each record. These scores were analyzed to determine their relationship to desaturation presence/absence, duration, depth, number of events, and AUCDesat that incorporates each component. Anesthesiologists ranked arterial oxygenation to be the most important factor in assessing risk post hoc (mean rank of 4.69 of 5, P = 0.0007 compared with next highest ranked factor-respiratory rate, N = 13). AUCDesat was better correlated to the Likert scores (rs = 0.85) when compared with the individual elements of AUCDesat, binary assessment of desaturation (rs = 0.73), desaturation depth (rs = -0.70), desaturation duration (rs = 0.70), and incidence of desaturations (rs = 0.55) (all 4 comparisons versus rs = 0.85, P < 0.0001). Anesthesiologists determined arterial oxygenation to be the most important physiological variable in assessing sedation risk and the potential for adverse clinical outcomes. AUCDesat, a composite index that incorporates duration, incidence, and depth of oxygen desaturation, was better correlated to the Likert scores. AUCDesat, given that it is a single numerical variable, is an ideal end point for assessment of risk of adverse clinical outcomes in clinical sedation studies. Future studies using AUCDesat and actual physiological outcomes may be useful in further defining this end point.